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Matroids and Multicommodity Flows 
P. D. SEYMOUR 
The max-flow min-cut theorem and the two-commodity flow theorem may both be interpreted 
as equalities between the maximum feasible packing of certain circuits of a graph and the minimum 
capacity of certain cocircuits, and thus may both be expressed in matroid terms. We study the 
matroids in which a similar "k-commodity flow theorem" holds. (Thus for k = 1 and 2 it holds 
for polygon matroids of graphs.) We find for example that such a theorem holds for bond matroids 
of graphs for all k; and that, for any matroid, if it holds for k = 4, then it holds for all k. We 
obtain excluded minor characterizations for every k ;;;. 2, and also study the k = 1 case which is 
still unsolved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall assume familiarity with matroid theory. For an introduction to it, and for all 
un.defined terms, see Welsh [25]. 
We begin with a fairly complicated definition, and shall motivate it later. Let M be a 
matroid. Let Fr;;E, and let p:E-+7L+ be some function. [E=E(M) denotes the set of 
elements of M. IR and 7L denote the sets of real numbers and integers respectively, and 
IR+ and 7L+ denote their non-negative halves.] Let !fi = !fi(F) be the set of all circuits C 
of M such that IC nFI = 1. Consider the following two statements about the triple 
(M,F,p). 
(1.1) There is a function l/J: !fi -+ IR+ such that for each e E E, 
L l/J(C)~p(e) (eeF) 
CE'€,C3e 
~p(e) (eeE-F). 
(1.2) For every cocircuit D of M, 
p(DnF)~p(D-F). 
[When f: X-+ IR and Y r;;_ X are given, f( Y) denotes LyE y f(y ).] 
It is easy to prove (see (3.1)) that if (1.1) holds then so does (1.2). The converse is 
not always true, but it is true for some special types of matroids with a restricted choice 
of F. For example, if M is graphic (that is, M is the polygon matroid At(G) of some 
graph G) and IFI = 1, then (1.2) is sufficient for (1.1); this is a form of the max-flow 
min-cut theorem. (1.2) is also sufficient for (1.1) if M is graphic and IFI = 2; this is Hu's 
two-commodity flow theorem. And if M is cographic (that is, its dual M* is graphic), 
then (1.2) is sufficient for (1.1) with any choice of F; this is a result equivalent to 
Edmonds' matching polytope theorem. 
The main purpose of this paper is to study which choices of M and F make (1.1) and 
(1.2) equivalent for all p. There are several variants and subproblems of this basic 
problem, as will be evident from the following definitions. 
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We say that M is F-flowing if (1.1) and (1.2) are equivalent for all choices of p. We 
say that M is k-flowing if M is F-flowing for all choices ofF s;; E(M) with IFI ~ k. (Here 
k e z+, or k = oo.) M is F-flowing in !z+ or z+ if the rP of (1.1) can always be chosen 
half-integral- or integral-valued respectively when (1.2) is satisfied. F-flowing .in IR+ 
means the same as F-flowing. We define k-flowing in !z+, z+ analogously. M is F-cycling 
if the rP of (1.1) can be chosen integral-valued whenever p satisfies (1.2) and is such 
that p(D) is even for every cocircuit D of M. k-cycling is defined analogously. 
There are obviously several implications between these properties. For example 
F- flowing in z+ 
:;. F- cycling 
:;. F fl . . lz+- owmgm2 
:;. F- flowing in IR+ 
and for any k' with 0 ~ k' ~ k, 
k- flowing:;. k '-flowing. 
(These are mostly clear; but to see that F-cycling:;.F-flowing in !z+, replace p by 2p.) 
Our main objective is to prove some less obvious implications. For example, we shall 
show that 
fork ;a. 2, k-flowing:;. k-cycling, 
that 4-flowing:;. oo-flowing, 
that 2-flowing in z+:;. 00-flowing in ll.+, 
and that 1-flowing in z+:;. 2-cycling. 
The proofs are all similar; to prove A:;. B we observe that property A is preserved 
under taking minors, find some excluded minors, show that any matroid without these 
minors may be built up by piecing together specially simple matroids without these 
minors, show that these specially simple matroids have property B, and show that piecing 
together matroids with property B does not destroy the property. 
We shall also survey what is known about a range of related problems. For example, 
being oo-flowing is shown to be equivalent (in dual form) to a "sums of circuits" property 
introduced in [18] but not characterized there. There is also a somewhat unexpected 
connection between being oo-flowing and being {!}-flowing for a particular element J, 
which is interesting because the latter property is not yet properly understood. And the 
more general problem of "when are (1.1) and (1.2) equivalent for fixed F (but for all 
p)?" presents a variety of challenges. 
2. GRAPHS 
Before we become embroiled in identifying F- flowing matroids in general, let us look 
at the graphic and cographic cases. Graphs in this paper may have loops or multiple edges. 
(2.1) Graphic matroids are 1-flowing in ll.+. 
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The reader should verify the equivalence of this with the edge form of Menger's 
theorem or the integral form of the max-flow min-cut theorem [6] for undirected 
networks. 
(2.2) Cographic matroids are 1-flowing in 71.+. 
This is the max-potential min-work theorem (see [8]). 
(2.3) Graphic matroids are 2-cycling. 
Hu [11] proved the 2-commodity flow theorem, which in our terminology is that 
graphic matroids are 2-flowing in !71.+. The strengthening in (2.3) is essentially a result 
of Rothschild and Whinston [14]. 
Graphic matroids are not necessarily 2-flowing in 71.+. To see this, take the graph K4, 
and let F consist of two non-adjacent edges, and take p = 1. Then with M =Al (K4), (1.2) 
is satisfied, but no integral cP satisfies ( 1.1). 
Graphic matroids are not necessary 3-flowing in IR+ either. To see that, take the graph 
H 6 of Figure 1, and let F consist of the three edges so labelled; and take p = 1 except 
that p(e) = 2 when e is the horizontal edge in F. Then (1.2) is satisfied but (1.1) is not. 
This counterexample is essentially due to Hu [11]. 
F F 
There is another 2raphic counterexample of interest. Take the graph K 5 , and let F 
consist of the four edges not in some (fixed) K 2,3 subgraph. Take p = 1; and then ( 1.2) 
is satisfied but (1.1) is not. The significance of this example is that we shall prove that 
when G is a graph, Al(G) is oo-cycling if and only if no subgraph of G is contractible 
toKs. 
(2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) suggest that we try to prove a cographic version of (2.3); but 
more than that is true. 
(2.4) Cographic matroids are oo-cycling. 
This is equivalent to the following strengthening of Edmonds' and Johnson's "Chinese 
postman" theorem [5], proved in [21]. [For sets X and Y, X~ Y denotes (X- Y) u 
(Y -X).] 
(2.5) Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let T c V have even cardinality. Let p: E-. 71.+ 
be such that for every circuit C of G, p(C) is even. Let F be a T-join such that p(F) is 
minimum. Then there are p(F) T-cuts such that no edge e is in more than p(e) of them. 
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[A T-join is a subset F c:;; E such that T is the set of vertices of the graph ( V, F) with 
odd valency. A T-cut is the set of edges joining X to V- X for some X c:;; V with /X n T/ 
odd.] 
PROOF OF (2.4) FROM (2.5). Let M =At*(G), the bond matroid of a graph G = (V, E), 
and let Fc:;;E and p:E~7L+ be given. We suppose that p satisfies (1.2) and that p(D) 
is even for every cocircuit D of M. Thus p(C) is even for every circuit of G. Choose 
T c:;; X so that F is a T- join. Now for every T- join F', F 6. F' is an edge-disjoint union 
of circuits of G; and for every circuit C of G, 
p(C -F);;;;o:p(C nF) 
by the assumed truth of (1.2). Hence for every T-join F', 
p((F6.F')- F);;;;.: p((F6.F') nF), 
that is, p(F');;;;,: p(F). Thus F is a T-join with p(F) minimum. By (2.5), there are p(F) 
T-cuts such that no edge e is in more than p(e) of them. Every T-cut intersects F because 
F is a T-join, and so each e EF is in precisely p(e) of them, and every T-cut in the list 
contains just one edge of F. For each T-cut D in the list there is a circuit C of M with 
D nF c:;; C c:;; D. It follows that (1.1) is true and is satisfied by an integral cP. Thus M is 
oo-cycling. 
This argument can be reversed to prove the equivalence of (2.4) and (2.5). The Chinese 
postman theorem itself (which implies [19] Edmonds' matching polytope theorem [ 4]) 
is equivalent to the statement that cographic matroids are oo-flowing in !7L+. 
.Al(K4 ) is both graphic and cographic, and so it follows that cographic matroids are 
not necessarily 2-flowing in 7L.+. This completes our survey of the "k-flowingness" of 
graphic and cographic matroids. 
There remains the "fixed F" problem, which is much more complicated. For instance, 
both .Al(G) and .Al*(G) are F-flowing in 7L.+ provided that the edges in Fall meet at a 
common vertex. There is a large assortment of results concerned with the "fixed F" 
problem for graphic matroids alone, and we omit the details because we have no extension 
of them to non-graphic matroids. We shall consider the "fixed F" problem, but only for 
small values of /F/. 
3. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we prove some easy results which are fundamental to the rest of the 
paper. But first, some terminology. 
M* denotes the dual of M. When Z c:;; E(M), M x Z denotes the matroid with element 
set Z, in which a subset of Z is independent just when it is independent in M. The result 
of deleting Z is M x (E(M)- Z) and is denoted by M\Z. The result of contracting Z is 
(M*\Z)* and is denoted by M/Z. We abbreviate M\{e} by M\e etc. 
(3.1) If (1.1) holds then so does (1.2). 
PROOF. Suppose that cP satisfies (1.1), and let D be a cocircuit of M. For any circuit 
C of M, /C nD/ ~ 1, and so if C E ~(F), then 
/D n (C nF)/~ /D n (C -F)/, 
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that is, IC 11 (D 11 F)I:s; IC 11 (D- F)I. By hypothesis 
L: rP(C}~p(e) (eeF) 
CE'€.C3e 
:s; p(e) (e'eF). 
Thus 
p(D11F)=s; L L: rP(C) 
eEDr;F CE'€.C3e 
= L: rP(C) 
CE'€ eECnDnF 
= L IC11(D11F)IrP(C). 
CE'€ 
Similarly, p(D- F);?: LeE'€ IC 11 (D- F)lrP(C). The result follows. 
The next result is a lemma which has several applications. It will be developed further 
in Section 16. A uniform r-cover forM is a list of cocircuits of M such that every element 
is in precisely r of them. 
(3.2) If M is a matroid with no loops, then for some integer r > 0 M has a uniform r-cover. 
PROOF. We use the induction on lEI. The result is true if lEI :s; 1, and so we assume 
that lEI~ 2. If two elements e, f are parallel, the result follows by induction applied to 
MV. We therefore assume that M has no parallel pairs. Thus for each e e E, M/e has 
no loops, and so by induction has a uniform r.-cover for some integer r. > 0. Put 
R = neEE r.; and then each M/e has a uniform R-cover. The cocircuits of M/e are also 
cocircuits of M; and so, by combining these R-covers for all e e E, we obtain an 
R(IEI-1}-cover of M, and R(IEI-1) > 0, as required. 
This implies the following nice (but irrelevant) result. 
(3.3) CoROLLARY ([1]). If M has no loops or parallel elements then M has at least 
as many cocircuits as elements. 
PROOF. For each e eE, M/e has no loops and so has a uniform r-cover for some r. 
Thus, for each eeE, the function f.:E~~ defined by fe(e')=1(e';ee}, f.(e)=O, is 
expressible as a real linear combination of the characteristic functions of cocircuits of 
M (indeed, as a non-negative real combination). These functions fe (e e E) are linearly 
independent, and so there are at least lEI cocircuits. 
REMARK. Loop less graphic matroids evidently all have uniform 2-covers. I conjecture 
(see [18]) that the same is true for loopless cographic matroids. 
(3.4) If Zt.Zz,F~E are such that Z 2 11(FuZ1)= 0, and M is F-flowing, then 
M\ZdZz is (F- Zt}-flowing. 
PROOF. Put M' = M\ZdZ 2 , and suppose that p': E(M') ~ z+ satisfies p'(D' 11 (F- Zt)) :s; 
p'(D' -(F -Z1)) for every cocircuit D' of M'. Define p:E(M)~z+ by 
p(e}=p'(e) (e eE(M')) 
=0 (e E Zt) 
=p'(F-Zt) (e eZz). 
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We claim thatforeverycocircuitD of M,p(D nF) =s;p(D -F). This is true if D nZ2~ 0, 
for then p(D-F);;:.p'(F-Z1);;:.p(DnF). Assume now that DnZ2= 0, so that Dis 
a cocircuit of M/Z2. The matroid M\Ztf(E(M)- (Zt u D)) has no loops, and so for some 
r > 0 it has a uniform r-cover by (3.2). Thus there is a list of cocircuits D1. ... , D. of 
M', so that each e ED- Z 1 is in r of them, and each e EE(M')-D in none of them. For 
each of the D;s, 
p'(D; n (F -Z1)) =s;p'(D;- (F -Zt)). 
But 
1 
p(D nF) =- LP'(D; n (F-Z 1)), 
r ; 
and 
p(D-F) =! LP'(D; -(F-Zl)). 
r ; 
and so 
p(D nF) =s;p(D-F), 
as claimed. 
Since M is F-flowing, there exists C/J: ce(F) ... ~+satisfying (1.1). Now if C/J(C) ~ 0, then 
C nZ1 = 0 and so C is a circuit of M\Z1 ; thus one can find a circuit 8(C) of M' with 
C n F ~ 8(C) ~ C. For each circuit C' of M' with IC' n (F- Z 1)I= 1, define C/J' (C') to be 
L (C/J(C): c E ce(F), e(c) = C'), 
and then C/J' satisfies (1.1) forM', as required. 
REMARK. A similar proof shows that being F- flowing in !;z+ or in z+ is preserved 
under the same deletions and contractions. 
(3.5) Suppose that M is binary and F ~ E and M is F-cycling; and that Z1. Z 2~ E 
are such that Z2 n (F u Zt) = 0. Then M\ZdZ2 is (F- Zt)-cycling. 
PROOF. It is enough to prove that for fEE, M\f is (F -{!})-cycling, and that for 
fEE- F, M/f is F-cycling. To prove the first, let p' :E(M\f) ... z+ be such that for every 
cocircuit D' of M\f, p'(D') is even and 
p'(D' n (F -{f}))=s;p'(D'- (F -{!})). 
Define p:E ... z+ by p(f) =0, p(e) =p'(e)(e ~f). We claim that for every cocircuit D of 
M, p (D) is even and 
p(D nF) =s;p(D-F). 
For if fED then D - {f} is a cocircuit of MV and the claim is true; and if f~ D then D 
is a disjoint union of cocircuits of MV (since M is binary) and the claim again is true. 
The conclusion follows as in (3.4). 
Now we prove that for fEE- F, M/f is F-cycling. Let p': E(M/f) ... z+ be such that 
for every cocircuit D' of M/f, p'(D') is even and 
p'(D' n F),;;; p'(D'-F). 
Now if Dt. D 2 are cocircuits of M both containing f, then D 1 6. D 2 is a disjoint union of 
cocircuits of M/f (since M is binary) and so p'(Dt-{f})=p'(D2-{f}) mod 2. Let k E z+ 
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be such that k > p'(F) and such that p'(D -{f}) =k mod 2 for every cocircuit D of M 
containing f. Define p:E~ll.+ by p(f)=k,p(e)=p'(e)(e~f). Then for every cocircuit 
D of M, p(D) is even and 
p(D nF)~p(D -F), 
and the result follows as in (3.4). 
REMARK. I imagine that the assumption that M be binary in (3.5) is redundant, but 
have been unable to prove this. 
4. REDUCTION TO THE BINARY 
U~ denotes the matroid with four elements, such that every 2-set is a base. For any 
element f, U~ is not {!}-flowing; for if we define p{f) = 2, p(e) = 1(e ~f), then (1.2) is 
satisfied but (1.1) is not. In particular, it is not 1-flowing. But by (3.4), every minor of 
a 1-flowing matroid is 1-flowing, and so no 1-flowing matroid has a U~ minor. Tutte 
[22] proved 
(4.1) M has no U~ minor if and only if M is binary. 
Thus all 1-flowing matroids are binary, and in particular for any k ;;;.:1, all k-flowing 
matroids are binary. However, for fixed F, the F-flowing matroids need not be binary. 
For example, any matroid M is F-flowing when F =E(M) (or indeed when IFI ;;.:IE(M)I­
2). Thus, to characterize the F-flowing matroids, we cannot immediately confine ourselves 
to binary ones, as in the k-flowing case. 
In the case IFI = 1, a lemma due to Bixby applies. He proved [2, 15] 
(4.2) If M is connected and non-binary and f E E(M), then M has a U~ minor using 
f. 
To characterize those M which are {!}-flowing, we may assume that M is connected, 
for any component of M not containing f is irrelevant; and by (3.4) and (4.2), connected 
{!}-flowing matroids are binary. 
For IFI;;;.: 2, it is not necessarily true that connected F-flowing matroids are binary. 
For example, U~ is F-flowing when IFI;;::: 2. But the general case may be reduced to the 
binary with a different trick, provided by the following lemmas. 
(4.3) If M is F-flowing and Z =n(C- F: C E f€ (F)), then for each f E F, the matroid 
Mx (Z u{f}) is binary. 
PROOF. Write M1 = M x (Z u {f}). Then certainly the component of M1 using f is 
binary, because it is {!}-flowing by (3.4) and also connected. Let X be the element set 
of any other component. It suffices to show that M x X is binary. But X s; Z, and so 
there exists f' E F and a circuit C with C n X ~ 0 and C n F = {f'}. Thus X is a subset 
of the component of Mr using f', and so M x X is binary, as required. 
Now the truth of (1.1) is equivalent to the feasibility of a set of linear constraints, and 
so we can apply linear programming to it. Consider the following statement. 
(4.4) There is a function q:E ~ ll.+ such that q(C nF) ~q(C-F) for every C E f€(F), 
and such that 
L q(e)p(e)> L q(e)p(e). 
eEF eEE-F 
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An easy l.p. argument yields that either (1.1) or (4.4) is true but not both. We claim 
(4.5) There is a (0, 1)-valued q satisfying (4.4) if and only if (1.2) is false. 
PROOF. Certainly if (1.2) is false and p(D nF)> p(D- F) for some cocircuit D, then 
q defined by 
q(e) = 1 (e ED) 
= o (eeD) 
is (0, 1)-valued and satisfies (4.4). The converse is less obvious, but can be proved as 
follows. Suppose that q is (0, 1)-valued and satisfies (4.4). Let X= {e: q(e) = 1}. Let Y 
be the set of loops of M/(E - (F u X)). Then Y ~ X!':::.. F by our choice of q, and by (3 .2) 
M/(Yu(E-(FuX))) has a uniform r-cover, for some r>O. Thus there is a list of 
cocircuits D1. ... , Ds of M, using each e EF n X r times, each e EX-F at most r times, 
and each e EE- (XuF) not at all. We have 
L q(e)p(e)=p(XnF) 
eeF 
and 
L q(e)p(e)=p(X-F) 
eeE-F 
1 
?!!:-Ip(D;-F). 
r ; 
Hence for some i, p(D; nF) > p(D;- F), as required. 
(4.6) Suppose that F ~ E, and that M 1, M 2 are two matroids onE with cg(F) the same. 
Then given p: E ~ 7L+, (1.1) and (1.2) are true for Mt just when they are true for M2 . 
PROOF. Certainly (1.1) holds for M 1 just when it holds for M2 • But from (4.5) we 
see that the truth of (1.2) also is determined from p and cg(F) alone. 
We can now explain how the general F-flowing problem can be reduced to the binary 
case. Suppose that F ~E. and let Z be UCC- F: C E cg(F)). Suppose that for each fEF, 
the matroid M x (Z u {/}) is binary. Then there is a binary matroid M' on E, such that 
every eeZ uF is a coloop of M', and M' x (Z u{f}) =Mx (Z u{f}) for every fEF. But 
then M and M' have cg(F) the same, and so by (4.6), M is F-flowing if and only if M' is. 
Thus in general, M is F-flowing if and only if each Mx (Z u{f})(/EF) is binary and 
M' constructed above is F- flowing. The same construction also reduces the F- flowing in 
7L+ and !7L+ problems to the binary case. 
Henceforth, therefore, we shall confine ourselves to binary matroids. A cycle of a 
binary matroid is a subset of E expressible as a disjoint union of circuits. A cocycle is 
a cycle of M*. Note that if M is binary and (1.2) holds, then the inequality of (1.2) holds 
for every cocycle D. 
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5. SoME CouNTEREXAMPLES 
An easy way to recognize that (1.1) is false is to observe that (1.2) is false. However, 
in this section we shall describe some matroids in which (1.1) is false and (1.2) true, and 
it is convenient to have another test which will ensure that (1.1) is false, in order to 
check that these matroids do have the properties we claim. That motivates the following. 
(5.1) Let l(f) denote min (JCI-1: C E C€(F), C n F ={/}),for f E F. If 
I p(f)l(f)> I p(e), 
[eF eeE-F 
then (1.1) is false. 
PROOF. Suppose that l/> satisfies (1.1). Then 
I p(e)~ I <P(C)CICI-1) 
eeE-F Ce'€(F) 
~ I p(f)l(f), 
feF 
a contradiction. 
When G = (V, E) is a graph, by the standard representation of .;(,(, (G) we mean the 
representation by !VI-tuples over GF(2) in which all loops are mapped to the zero 
vector, and every non-loop edge is mapped to a vector which has just two 1s in positions 
corresponding to the ends of the edge. 
F7 denotes the Fano matroid (the matroid represented by the seven non-zero 3-tuples 
over GF(2)). R 10 denotes the matroid represented over GF(2) by the ten 5-tuples with 
three 1s and two Os. Tn denotes the matroid represented by the same ten 5-tuples 
together with (1, 1, 1, 1, 1). S8 is represented over GF(2) by the columns of the matrix 
of Figure 2. AG(2, 3) is the matroid represented over GF(2) by the eight 4-tuples with 
a 1 in the last coordinate place. 
[0: ~ : ~ : ~ : 1:] 0 0 1 0 0 1 
FIGURE 2. Ss. 
Claims (5.3)-(5.9) may all be verified using (5.1). (A possible explanation of this lies 
in unpublished work of Lehman-see the abstract of [12].) 
(5.2) Fr is not {!}-flowing in 7L+ for any element f. 
Take p(f) = 2, p(e) = 1 (e ¥-f). 
(5.3) AG(2, 3) is not {!}-flowing, for any element f. 
Take p(f) = 3, p(e) = 1 (e ¥-f). 
(5.4) Tn is not {!}-flowing, where f is the element represented by (1, 1, 1, 1, 1). 
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Take p(f) = 4, p(e) = 1 (e ~f). 
(5.5) Tf1is not {!}-flowing, where f is the same element. 
Take p(f) = 3, p(e) = 1 (e ~f). 
(5.6) S8 is not 2-ftowing. 
Let f1. fz be the elements represented by the first and last columns of Figure 2; define 
F = {ft, fz}, p([l) = 2, p(e) = 1 (e ~ f 1). 
(5.7) F7 is not 3-ftowing. 
Let F be a circuit of cardinality 3; and take p = 1. 
(5.8) R 10 is not 3-ftowing. 
Let F be a subset of a 4-element circuit, with IFI = 3, and take p = 1. 
(5.9) At(K5 ) is not 4-ftowing; At(H6 ) is not 3-ftowing. 
We saw this in Section 2. 
6. SUMS 
Before we can begin the analysis of "k-ftowing" properly, we need one other idea. 
Let M 1 and M 2 be binary matroids on sets E1. E 2which may intersect. We define M16 M2 
to be the binary matroid on E16E2 with cycles all subsets of E16E2 of the form C16 C2 
where C; is a cycle of M;(i = 1, 2). 
In particular, 
(i) when E 1nE2= 0, M16M2 is the 1-sum (or disjoint union) of M1 and M2; 
(ii) when E 1n E 2={!}, and f is not a loop of M 1 or of M 2, M16 M 2 is the 2-sum of 
M1 and M2. 
(iii) when IE1 nE2I = 3, and E1 nE2 is a circuit of both M1 and M2, M16M2 is the 
3-sum of M1 and M2. 
When M is the k-sum of M 1 and M 2 , for k = 1, 2 or 3, we say M is a proper k-sum of 
M 1 and M 2 if M 1 and M 2 are both isomorphic to proper minors of M. [All minors of M 
are proper except M itself.] These definitions differ from those of [20], but only in a 
superficial way. 
It is helpful to visualize these operations in terms of polygon matroids of graphs. For 
k = 1, 2, 3, a k-sum of two polygon matroids corresponds to taking two graphs, choosing 
a k-clique from each, identifying the vertices in the cliques pairwise and deleting the 
edges in the cliques. 
We shall need several theorems which assert that matroids without certain minors 
may be obtained by means of these sum operations, starting from a simpler class of 
matroids. 
Dirac [3] proved that if G is a non-null simple graph with no subgraph contractible 
to K 4 , then G has a vertex of valency ~2. Thus if M is graphic and non-null, and has 
no At(K4) minor, then either M has a loop or a coloop or two elements in series or in 
parallel. But if M is connected and IE(M)i;;;o4, and M has two parallel elements, it is 
easy to see that M is a proper 2-sum of two matroids, one consisting of three parallel 
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elements; and similarly if M has two series elements. We deduce that if M is graphic 
and has no Af(K4 ) minor then M may be obtained by 1- and 2-sums, starting from the 
class of matroids with at most three elements. Turre [23] proved 
(6.1) A matroid is graphic if and only if it is binary and has no F1, F~, Af*(K5 ) or 
Af*(K3,3) minor. 
Thus every binary matroid with no Af(K4 ) minor is graphic, because F 7 , F~, Af*(K5 ) and 
Af*(K3 ,3 ) all have Af(K4 ) minors. Combining this with Dirac's theorem, we obtain 
(6.2) If M is binary and has no Af(K4 ) minor, then M may be obtained by means of 
1- and 2-sums, starting from matroids with at most three elements. 
The following theorem is proved in [20]. 
(6.3) Let :JP be a class of binary matroids closed under minors and under isomorphism, 
and let N E :JP be non-null, connected, and not a wheel, and have no circuits or cocircuits 
of cardinality .;;;2. Suppose in addition that N has the following properties: 
(i) for every ME :JP and e EE(M) such that M\e = N, e is a loop, coloop, or parallel 
element of M, 
(ii) for every ME :JP and e EE(M) such that M/e =N, e is a loop, 'coloop or series element 
ofM. 
Then every matroid in :JP may be obtained by means of proper 1- and 2-sums starting from 
the matroids in :JP with no minor isomorphic toN and copies of N. 
[A wheel is the polygon matroid of the graph consisting of a circuit of length :;;.3 and a 
vertex joined by one edge to every vertex in the circuit.] 
This was used in [20] to prove 
(6.4) Every binary matroid with no F~ minor may be obtained by means of proper l­
and 2-sums from regular matroids and copies of F1. 
[A matroid is regular if it is binary and has no F 7 or F~ minor.] 
This was proved by letting :JP be the class of binary matroids with no F~ minor, taking 
N =F1 , and verifying that the hypotheses of (6.3) are satisfied. The following results may 
be proved similarly (we omit the case-checking necessary to verify (i) and (ii) of (6.3) in 
each case): 
(6.5) Every binary matroid with no F1 minor may be obtained by proper 1- and 2-sums 
from regular matroids and copies ofF~. 
(6.6) Every binary matroid with no AG(2, 3) or S8 minor may be obtained by proper 
1- and 2-sums from regular matroids and copies of F1 and Fr 
(The proof of (6.6) requires two applications of (6.3).) 
(6.7) Every regular matroid may be obtained by proper 1- and 2-sums from regular 
matroids without R 10 minors and copies of R 10• 
(6.8) Every binary matroid with no F1 or Af(H6 ) minor may be obtained by proper l­
and 2-sums from binary matroids with no F1 or Af(K5 ) minor and copies of Af(Ks). 
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The following result is also proved in [20]. 
(6.9) Every regular matroid with no R 10 minor may be obtained by proper 1-, 2- and 
3-sums from graphic and cographic matroids. 
The next result was proved by Wagner [24]. 
(6.10) Every graphic matroid with no Al(K5 ) minor may be obtained by means of 1-, 
2- and 3-sums from polygon matroids of planar graphs and copies ofAl(V8). 
[V8 is the graph of Figure 3.] 
We observe that these are not necessarily proper 1-, 2- and 3-sums. (6.10) does remain 
true if we restrict ourselves to proper sums, provided that we add Al(K3,3) to our list of 
starting graphs. But (6.10) suffices for our purposes. 
FIGURE 3. V8. 
7. SUMS AND k-CYCLING 
Our object in this section is to show that certain sum operations preserve certain 
"k- flowing" properties. 
(7.1) If M is the 1-sum of Mt and M2, and Mt. M2 are both k-flowing in 7L+ (resp., 
k-cycling ), then so is M. 
The proof is clear. 
(7.2) If M is the 2-sum of M 1 and M2, and Mt. M 2 are both k-flowing in 7L+ (resp., 
k-cycling), then so is M. 
PROOF. If k = 0 the result is trivial and we assume that k > 0. Suppose that F ~E(M) 
and p: E (M) -+ 7L+ are given with IFI ~ k, satisfying p (D n F) ~ p (D -F) for every cocircuit 
D of M. Write E=E(M), E; =E(M;), F; =E; nF(i = 1, 2), and let E 1 nE2 ={f}. Now f 
is not a loop of M;, and so there is a cocircuit of M; containing f. Choose such a cocircuit 
D; with 
p(D; -(F; u{f}))- p(D; nF;) 
minimum, and let this number be n;(i = 1, 2). Now D 1 L.D2 has even intersection with 
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each cycle of MtL~M2 = M, and so is a cycle of M* (in fact it is a cocircuit of M). Thus 
p((Dt6.Dz) nF) ,;;:p((Dt6.Dz)- F), 
that is, nt + nz;;;.: 0. 
We assume F ,e. 0, so that not both Ft, F 2 = 0. We assume that F 2 ,e. 0 and that 
n 1 ;;;.: 0. This is without loss of generality, for if F 2 = 0, then evidently n2 ;;;.: 0 and F 1 ,e. 0 
and we may exchange M 1 and M 2 . 
Define Pt: Et-+ 71.+ and pz: Ez-+ 71.+ by 
Pt(e)=p(e) (e,e.f), pz(e)=p(e) (e,e.f) 
Pt(/)=nt, pz(/) = nt. 
For every cocircuit D of M 1 not containing f, D has even intersection with every cycle 
of M, and soD is a disjoint union of cocircuits of M; thus p(D nF) ,;;:p(D-F), and so 
Pt(D n (Ft u{f})) ,;;:p(D- (Ft u{f})). 
The same inequality holds for cocircuits D containing f by definition of n 1• 
For every cocircuit D of M 2 not containing/, 
pz(D nFz),;;: pz(D- Fz) 
as before, and the same inequality holds iff ED because n 1 + n2 ;;;.: 0. 
Now Fz ,e. 0, and so 1Ft u {f}l,;;: k, and IFzl,;;: k; and Mt, Mz are by hypothesis k- flowing 
in 71.+. Thus there is a list L 1 of circuits of Mt. each containing just one element of F 1 u {f}, 
and e EEt in ;;o.:p1(e) of them fore EFt u {f}, and in at most p 1(e) if ee F 1 u {f}. There is 
also a list Lz for M 2 , each containing one element of F 2 , and e E E 2 in ;;o.:p2 (e) or ,;;:p2(e) of 
them depending as e E F 2 or e e F 2 • Now at least p (f) = n 1 entries of L 1 contain f, and at 
most n 1 from L 2 do; and if fori= 1, 2, Cis a circuit of M; with/ E C, then C16.C2 is a cycle 
of M. By pairing each C E L 2 using f with a (distinct) C E L 1 using f, and discarding the 
remaining circuits in L 1 using f, we obtain the required list of circuits of M. This proves that 
if M 1 and M 2 are k-flowing in 71.+ then so isM. 
It remains to show that if M 1 and M 2 are k-cycling then so is M. The proof is the 
same, except that we suppose in addition that p(D) is even for every cocircuit D of M. 
Then we must show that p;(D) is even for every cocircuit D of M; (i = 1, 2), and the 
proof is completed as before. Let D be a cocircuit of M; say. If feD, then p;(D) = p(D) 
and so is even. If fED, then D!::,. D 1 has even intersection with every cycle of M, and 
so is a disjoint union of cocycles of M. Thus p(D 6.Dt) is even. But Pt(D1) is even, and 
p(D 6.Dt) = Pt(Dt) +p;(D)(mod 2), 
and so p;(D) is even. This completes the proof. 
(7.3) If M is the 3-sum of Mt and Mz and Mt. M 2 are CO-cycling, then so isM. 
PROOF. Let F c:; E (M) = E and p: E-+ 71.+ be given, such that for every cocircuit D 
ofM,p(D) is even, andp(D nF),;;:p(D -F). PutE(M;) =E; (i = 1, 2), and£1 n£2 = Z = 
{zt, z2 , z 3}. Put F; =F nE; (i = 1, 2). For 1,;;: i <j,;;: 3, let d;i be the minimum of 
p(D -(Ft uZ))-p(D nF1) 
taken over all cocircuits D of M 1 with D nZ = {z;, zj. (There is such a cocircuit because 
Z is a circuit of M 1 .) Let D;i be a cocircuit of M 1 attaining equality. Now D 12 6.D13 l::,.D23 
is a cocycle of M and so 
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is even. Thus d12 + d 13 + d 23 is even. Define 
n1 = !Cd12 + d13- dz3), 
nz = !Cd12 + d23- d13), 
n3 = i(d13 + dz3- d!Z). 
Then each of n1, n2, n3 is an integer. Let X= {z;: n; > 0} and Y = {z;: n;::;;;; 0}. Define 
p;: E; -+Z+ (i = 1, 2) by 
p;(e)=p(e) (eeZ) 
p;(zi) = lnil (j = 1, 2, 3). 
For each cocircuit D of M1. 
P1(D n(F1 uX)) ,;;;p1(D -(FluX)) 
by choice of n1. nz, n3; for if D nZ = 0 this is clear, and if D nZ ={zi. z2} say, then 
and 
(Observe that ID nZI is even since Z is a circuit of M 1.) Moreover, p1(D;i) is even for 
1::;;;; i <j::;;;; 3, and so p1(D) is evenforeverycocircuitD ofM. For this is clear if D nZ = 0, 
and if D nZ = {z1. z2} say then p 1(D) is even because p1(D12) and p(D 6Dd are even. 
We claim that for every cocircuit D of M 2 , p2(D) is even and 
For this is clear if D nZ = 0; suppose then that D nZ = {z1. z2} say. Then D 6D12 is 
a disjoint union of cocircuits of M and so p(D 6Dd is even and 
p((D 6D12) nF):os;p((D 6Dd-F). 
But P1CD12) is even, and so p2(D) is even. Moreover, 
and so 
p(D nFz)-p(D -(Fz uZ)):os; n1 +nz. 
But 
p2(D n Y)-pz(D nX) = -nl-nz, 
and so 
pz(D n (Fz u Y))::;;;; pz(D- (Fz u Y)) 
as claimed. 
Thus, since M 1 and M 2 are oo-cycling, there is a list L1of circuits of M1. each containing 
just one element of F1 uX, using each e EF1uX at least p 1(e) times, and each e'eF1uX 
at most P1 (e) times; and similarly there is a list L 2 for M 2 with F 2u Y and p2. With each 
pair ( C, y) with C E L 1 and y E C n Y we associate a circuit C' EL 2 with y E C'; and with 
each pair ( C, x) with C EL 2 and x E C n X we associate a circuit C' E L 1 with x E C' in 
such a way that no circuit is associated with more than one pair. 
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Now if C E L 1 say and f E C n F 1, we construct a cycle C* of M containing f as follows. 
Certainly CnX=0. If CnY¥-0, for each yeCnY let CyEL2 be the circuit 
associated with ( C, y ). Put C1 = /'::,. (Cy: y EC n Y). Then certainly ( C /'::,. C1) n Y = 0. If 
(C /'::,. C1)nX ¥- 0, for each x E(C /'::,. C1)nX, x E Cy for some y E C n Y; let Cx be the 
circuit of Lt associated with this pair ( Cy, x ). Put C2 = /'::,. (Cx: x E ( C /'::,. C1) n X). Then 
certainly (C !'J.Ct!'J.C2)nX= 0; if it intersects Y, continue as before. It is easy to see 
that the circuits invoked from association with pairs all correspond to distinct entries in 
L 1 and L 2 , and so this process must terminate. Let C* be the cycle thus obtained. C* 
includes a circuit of M containing f. We do this for each f E F 1 u F 2 and each circuit in 
L 1 or L 2 containing it. The list of circuits we obtain will satisfy our requirements. 
Despite (7.2) and (7.3), it is not necessarily true that if M 1 and M 2 are 1-ftowing in 7L+ 
then so is their 3-sum. For example, AG(2, 3) is expressible as the 3-sum of two copies of 
F 7 , but F 7 is 1-ftowing in 7L+ and AG(2, 3) is not even 1-ftowing in~+. 
8. k-FLOWING MATROIDS 
Let us now put together the results of the previous sections. We recall that all matroids 
considered are binary. 
(8.1) The following are equivalent: 
(i) M is oo-flowing in 7L+; 
(ii) M is 2-flowing in 7L+; 
(iii) M has no At (K4 ) minor. 
PROOF. (i)~(ii) is obvious. (ii)~(iii) follows from (3.4). (iii)~(i) follows from (7.1), 
(7.2) and (6.2), because all matroids with ,;;;3 elements are oo-ftowing in 7L+. 
(8.2) The following are equivalent: 
(i) M is 1-flowing in 7L+; 
(ii) M has no Fr minor. 
PROOF. (i)~ (ii) is obvious. (ii)~ (i) follows from (7.1), (7.2) and (6.4) because regular 
matroids are 1-ftowing in 7L+ ((14.6)) and so is F7 ((13.3)). 
(8.3) The following are equivalent: 
(i) M is OO-cycling; 
(ii) M is oo-flowing; 
(iii) M is 4-flowing; 
(iv) M has no F7 , R 10 or Al(K5 ) minor. 
PROOF. Again, (i) ~ (ii) ~(iii)~ (iv) is clear. (iv) ~ (i) is proved by induction on 
IE(M)I. Assume that M has noF7, R 10 or Al(K5 ) minor. Suppose first that M is expressible 
as a proper 1-, 2-, or 3-sum of Mt. M2 • By induction, M 1 and M 2 are oo-cycling, and 
hence by (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3) so isM. We assume therefore that M is not expressible 
in this way. If M=Fr the result follows from (13.2), and if not, then by (6.5) it is regular. 
In that case, M is either graphic or cographic, by (6.7) and (6.9). If M is cographic the 
result follows from (2.4). We assume then that M is graphic. By (6.10), M may be 
obtained from polygon matroids of planar graphs and copies of At (V8 ) by means of 1-, 
2- and 3-sums. But polygon matroids of planar graphs are cographic and so are oo-cycling, 
by (2.4), andAl(V8) is oo-cycling, by (13.5), and so by (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3), Mis oo-cycling 
as required. 
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(8.4) The following are equivalent: 
(i) M is 3-cyc/ing; 
(ii) M is 3-flowing; 
(iii) M has no F1, R to or At (H6) minor. 
PROOF. (i)::}(ii)::}(iii) is clear. (iii)::}(i) follows from (6.8), (7.1), (7.2), (13.6) and 
(8.3). 
(8.5) The following are equivalent: 
(i) M is 2-cyc/ing; 
(ii) M is 2-flowing; 
(iii) M has no AG(2, 3) or S8 minor. 
PROOF. (i)::} (ii)::} (iii) is clear. (iii)::} (i) follows from (6.6), (7.1), (13.2), (13.4) 
and (14.7). 
(8.6) If M is 1-flowing in z+ then M is 2-cyc/ing. 
PROOF. This follows from (8.2) and (8.5), because AG(2, 3) and Ss both have Fr 
minors. 
(8.7) If M is 2-cyc/ing then so isM*. 
PROOF. AG(2, 3) and S8 are both isomorphic to their duals, so this follows from (8.5). 
9. THE CASE IFI = 1 
There are several lemmas which have been assumed in the last section and which 
require proof, but we postpone that until Sections 13 and 14. Here let us consider IFI = 1. 
We observe that 1-flowing matroids were not characterized in Section 8, and in fact this 
is an open problem. I conjecture the following. 
(9.1) CoNJECTURE. The following are equivalent: 
(i) M is 1-cyc/ing; 
(ii) M is 1-flowing; 
(iii) M has no minor AG(2, 3), T11 or Tt1 • 
Indeed, the following also seems plausible (and was presented in [16]). 
(9.2) CoNJECTURE. When f E E(M), the following are equivalent: 
(i) M is {!}-flowing; 
(ii) M cannot be reduced to one of AG(2, 3), T11 , or Tft, by deleting and contracting 
elements other than[, in such a way that[ E E(M) corresponds to the [of (5.3), (5.4) or 
(5.5). 
This would clearly imply the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) in (9.1). Incidently, being 
{!}-flowing is not necessarily equivalent to being {!}-flowing in ~z+ for fixed f E E (M), 
as we shall see from the following example. 
(9.3) Let G be the result of replacing each edge of the Petersen graph by two edges in 
series. Let T ~ V( G) have even cardinality and contain all vertices of valency 2 (plus 
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some others). Let T31 be the matroid represented by the standard representation of .Jl(G) 
extended by a vector with 1s in just the coordinate places corresponding to vertices in T, 
and let f be the element of T31 represented by the extra vector. Then T31 is {!}-flowing but 
not {!}-flowing in ~z+. 
PROOF. That T31 is {!}-flowing follows from (10.2) and a remark after (11.2). To 
see it is not {!}-flowing in ~z+, take p(f) = 2, p(e) = 1 (e #-f). (For more details, see [19]). 
The definition of T31 given above apparently depends on the choice of T c:; V( G), but 
it is easy to show that in fact up to isomorphism this is not so. I conjecture the following. 
(9.4) CoNJECTURE. When f E E(M), the following are equivalent: 
(i) M is {!}-cycling; 
(ii) M is {!}-flowing in ~z+; 
(iii) M has no minor AG(2, 3), T11, Tt1 or T31 using f so that the f E E(M) corresponds 
to the f of (5.3), (5.4), (5.5) or (9.3). 
The matroids which are {!}-flowing in z+ have been found. The following is proved 
in [16]. 
(9.5) When f E E(M), the following are equivalent: 
(i) M is {!}-flowing in z+; 
(ii) M has no F~ minor using f. 
The proof of this is very hard, and it is completely different from the proof of (8.2), 
which is relatively easy. 
10. LIFTS 
M1 is a lift of M2 (by f) iff E E(M1) and Md f = M 2 . All matroids in this section are 
again presupposed binary. Thus if F c:; E(M2) there is a unique lift M 1 of M 2 by f in 
which F u {f} is a cocycle. 
We shall see that, using lifts, the problem "is (1.1) true?" may be transformed into 
its special case with IFI = 1. 
(10.1) Let fEE(Ml) and let Mdf=M2. Let F 2c:;E(M2) be such that F 2u{f} is a 
cocycle of Mt. and let P1: E(M1)-+ z+ satisfy p1(f) = P1(F2). Let P2 be the restriction of p1 
to E(M2). Put F1 = {f}. Then 
(i) (M1, Ft. PI) satisfies (1.1) if and only if (M2, F2, p2) does; 
(ii) (Mt. Ft. Pl) satisfies (1.2) if and only if (M2, F2, p2) does. 
PROOF. Let cgi be the set of circuits C; of M; with IC; P'IF;i = 1 (i = 1, 2). Now if c2 E ce2, 
then either C2 or C2 u {f} is a circuit of M1; but F 2u {f} is a cocycle, and so the first is 
impossible. Thus if c2 E cg2 then c2 u {f} E cg1 and IC2 n F21 = 1. Conversely, if cl E cg1 
and ICl nF21 = 1, then clearly cl -{f}E cg2· 
Suppose that (M2, F 2, p2) satisfies (1.1) and let cP2: r:e2-+ IR+ be the associated function. 
By decreasing cP2-values suitably we may assume that for each e E F 2, 
L cP2(C)= P2(e ). 
CE'€2,C3e 
Now for each C E cgt. we define cP1(C) = Oif IC nF2I #-1; cP1(C) = cP2(C -{f}) if IC nF21= 
1. Then cP1: ce1-+ IR+ shows that (M1, Ft. p1) satisfies (1.1). 
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Conversely, suppose that (M1. F1. p1} satisfies (1.1) with a function 4>1. 
We have 
L ct>l(C) ;3 Pl(/} 
CE~! 
;3 I I ct>1(C) 
{EFz CE~I.C3e 
= L IC nFzlcJ>1(C) 
CE~! 
We deduce 
(a) that iff E Fz then LcE~~oc 3r C/>1 (C)= P1 (f) 
(b) that if C E ~~and IC nFzl -:;C 1 then ct>(C) = 0. 
Define C/>z: ~2 ~1R+ by C/>z(C)=ct>l(Cu{f}}; then this will satisfy (1.1) for (Mz,F2,pz}. 
This proves (i). 
To prove (ii), suppose that (M2 , F 2 , p2) satisfies (1.2). Let D be a cocircuit of M1. We 
must show that Pl(DnFl):s;;pl(D-F1). This is trivial if ['ED, and so we assume that 
fED. Thus D' = D 6. (F2 u {f}) is a cocycle of M2 , and so p2(D' n F 2) :s;; p2(D'- F 2); that 
is, PICFz-D):s;;pl(D-(Fzu{f})). Thus pl(Fz}:s;;pJ(D-{f}}; but PICFz)=pJ(f), and so 
P1 (f) :s;; P1 (D - {f}), as required. 
Conversely, suppose that (MI. F1. p1} satisfies (1.1). Let D be a cocircuit of M 2 . Then 
D 6. (Fz u {!} is a cocycle of M1 and so P1 (D 6. Fz) ;3 P1 (f)= P1 (Fz). Hence P1(D- Fz) ;3 
p1(D nFz), as required. 
REMARK. The proof may easily be adapted to show that there is an integral (or 
half-integral) 4> satisfying (1.1) for (M1. F1, p 1) if and only if the same is true for 
(Mz, Fz, pz). 
This transformation has a number of consequences. 
(10.2) M is oo-flowing if and only if every lift of M by f is {!}-flowing. 
The proof is an easy application of (10.1). I regard (10.2) as support for the conjecture 
(9.2), because AG(2, 3), Tu and Tf1 are lifts of F7 , .Jt(K5 ) and R 10 respectively, which 
are the excluded minors for being oo-ftowing. 
(10.1) is particularly useful in the case IFI = 2. We have that, in general, 
(10.3} M is F-flowing if and only if (1.1) and (1.2) are equivalent for the triple 
(M', {f}, p) for every p: E(M') ~ z+ satisfying p(f) = p(F), where M' is the lift of M by f 
such that F u {f} is a cocycle. 
The advantage of IFI = 2 is the following. 
(10.4) Iff E E(M') and {f, ft. fz} is a cocycle, then (1.1) and (1.2), are equivalent for 
the triple (M', {f}, p) for every p: E(M') ~ z+ satisfying p(f) = p([l)+ p(fz}, if and only if 
M' is {!}-flowing. 
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PROOF. The "if" part is clear. To prove "only if", suppose that p: E(M') ... z+ satisfies 
p(D -{!}) ~ p(f) for every cocircuit D containing f. If p(f) = p(ft) +p(fz), then by 
hypothesis (1.1) is true. Suppose then that p(f)<p(ft)+p(/2). We assume p(ft)>O 
without loss of generality. Now if the p-value of ft may be decreased by 1 without 
spoiling the "p(D-{f})~p(f)" condition, then we do so and repeat the argument. 
Suppose then that it cannot be decreased. Thus there is a cocircuit Dt 3/, ft such that 
p(f) =p(Dt -{!}).Now p(f) < p(ft) +p(fz), and so p(fz) > p(Dt -{!, ft}). Hence p(fz) > 0 
and fz eDt. By the same argument we may assume that there is a cocircuit D 2 3 f, fz, with 
It e D 2 and p (f) = p(Dz- {f}). Now {f, It, fz} is a cocycle, and so 
D' ={/,It, fz}6.Dd-,.Dz 
is a cocycle of M. But fED', and yet 
p(D' -{!}) :!S p(Dt -{!, ft}) +p(Dz -{f,fz}) 
= p(f)- p(ft) +p(f)- p(fz) 
<p(f), 
a contradiction. 
REMARK. The same argument applies for "flows" in z+ and !z+. 
Thus we have 
(10.5) If {f,ft,/2} is a cocycle of M, then M is {!}-flowing (in z+, !z+, or~+) if and 
only if M/f is {ft,/2}-flowing (in the same set). 
11. THE CASE IFI = 2 
We know which matroids are 2-flowing in ~+, !z+ and z+, but we have not yet 
investigated the "fixed F with IFI = 2" case. We can use (10.4) to do so. Again, all 
matroids considered are presupposed binary. 
(11.1) Letft, fz EE(M) be distinct. M is {ft, fz}-flowing in z+ ifand only if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) MVt has no Fr minor using fz; 
(ii) MVz has no Fr minor using It; 
(iii) M has no At (K4 ) minor using both It and fz in which they correspond to non-adjacent 
edges. 
PROOF. The conditions are certainly necessary by (3.4). To prove sufficiency, suppose 
that M satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). Let M' be the lift of M by f such that {f, ft, fz} is a 
cocycle. By (10.4), it suffices to prove that M' is {!}-flowing in z+, and by (9.5) this is 
true if and only if M' has no Fr minor using f. Suppose that M' has such a minor, and 
choose Zt, Z 2 s; E(M), disjoint, so that M'\ZdZ 2 ::::pr_ Choose Zt, Z 2 , moreover, so 
that Zz n {ft, /z} is minimal. 
Suppose that It EZt. Then M'Vt has a Fr minor using f, but {f, ft, fz} is a cocycle of 
M' and so {f, fz} is a cocycle of M'\ft. Fr has no cocycle of cardinality :!S2, and so fz EZz. 
Thus M'Vdfz has a Fr minor using f; but f and fz are in series in MV1. and so M'Vdf 
has an Fr minor using fz. Thus MVt has an Fr minor using fz, contrary to (i). Thus 
It~ Zt and similarly fz ~ Zt. 
Now suppose that ft EZz. Let N be M'\Zd(Zz -{ft}). Then N/ft =-Fr, but NVt iE'-Fr 
by the minimality of Z 2 n {/t,/2}. Thus It is not a loop or coloop of N, and so It is a 
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series element of N and {ft, g} is a cocircuit of N, for some g E E(M')- (Z1u Z 2). Thus 
M'\Zd((Z2 -{ft})u{g})=F~, and so, by the minimality of Z 2 n{ft,fz}, we have g=/ 
or fz. If g = / 2 then {!,ft. fz} is a cocycle of N since it is a cocycle of M', and so f is a 
coloop of N and hence of M\ZdZ 2 , which is impossible. Thus g =f. If fz E Z 2 then 
fz E E (N) and so {!, ft, / 2} is a cocycle of N; hence fz is a coloop of N and hence of 
M\ZdZ 2, which is impossible. Thus /z E Zz. Put N' = M\Zt/(Zz -{ft, fz}). Then {f,ft, fz} 
is a cocycle of N', but{!, ft} is a cocircuit of N and hence of N', and so fz is a coloop of 
N'. Thus 
contrary to the choice of Z 2 • Hence /IE Z 2 , and similarly fz E Z 2 . 
Thus f, ft./2 are all elements of M\ZdZ 2 =F~ ,and {!, ft, fz} is a cocircuit of this 
matroid. But then M\Zd (Z2 u {!}) = .Jd (K4 ), and in it/1 andfz correspond to non-adjacent 
edges. This is contrary to (iii), and completes the proof. 
We see that the original theorem (9.5) is contained in (11.1), and may be obtained 
from (11.1) by letting / 2 be a coloop. 
There is no theorem known characterizing matroids and pairs of elements/!, / 2 which 
are {ft,/2}-flowing in IR\ because from such a theorem one could immediately settle the 
conjecture (9.2) (by letting / 2 be a coloop). However, starting from (9.2) one can do 
manipulations similar to those of (11.1) (but somewhat more complicated) to obtain the 
following conjecture, which is equivalent to (9.2). We omit the detailed arguments. 
(11.2) CoNJECTURE. Let ft. /2 E E(M) be distinct. M is {ft. fz}-fiowing in IR+ if and 
only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) M\ft has no AG(2, 3), T11 or Tf1 minor using fz in which fz corresponds to the f 
in (5.3), (5.4) or (5.5). 
(ii) (same condition with/!, fz exchanged); 
(iii) M has no S8 minor using / 1 and fz in which ft. fz correspond to the first and last 
columns of Figure 2, or vice versa ; 
(iv) M has neither of the matroids represented by the matrices of Figure 4 as a minor 
in which ft. fz both occur and correspond to the starred columns. 
* * * * 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1[I ll [! fJ0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
FIGURE 4. 
The matroids from Figure 4 are not duals of one another. This fact is relevant to a 
problem which occurred earlier. Conjecture (9.2) clearly implies that M is {/}-flowing 
if and only if M* is, and in fact this has an easy proof using linear programming (see 
e.g. [7, 12, 16]). Thus M is 1-flowing if and only if M* is, by a linear programming 
argument. We proved (8.7), that M is 2-flowing if and only if M* is, by an excluded 
minor argument, and one wonders if there is a simple l.p. argument to show this. But 
if M is the matroid represented by the first matrix of Figure 4, and/!, /z are represented 
by the starred columns, then M is not {/I,/2}-flowing, but it can be shown that M* is 
F-flowing for every F £ {ft, fz}. We conclude that in contrast with the IFI = 1 case, the 
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duality phenomenon disappears if we fix F, and so presumably no analogue of the l.p. 
argument will apply. 
In passing, one might hope to settle the "F-flowing in 7L+" problem for all F. We find 
that there is at least one minor to be excluded, namely At(G) when G is K 5 minus one 
edge, and F consists of the three edges joining vertices of valency 4. I conjecture that 
the exclusion of this, At (K4) and Fr in the natural way is also sufficient for M to be 
F- flowing in 7L+. 
12. F-PACKING 
In this section we study another matroid property, that of being F-packing. We 
introduce this new idea partly for its own sake, but mainly because it greatly simplifies 
problems like proving Fr is oo-cycling, and proving At( Vs) is oo-cycling, which we tackle 
in the next section. 
Let M be a binary matroid and let Fs;E(M). Let p: E ~ 7L+ be such that p(D) is even 
for every cocircuit D. Let k1 be the maximum number of circuits of M, each with odd 
intersection with F, such that no e EE is in more than p(e) of them. Let k2 be min p(D l:,.F) 
taken over all cocycles D. Now if Cis a circuit and IC nFI is odd then for any cocycle 
D, IC n (D 6.F)I is odd ano so non-zero; thus k1 ::;;;; k2 • We say that M is F-packing if 
k1 = k2 for every such function p. 
It can be shown that if X s;E and X meets every circuit C with IC nFI odd then X 
includes a set D 6.F for some cocycle D, but we omit the proof. 
(12.1) If p(D) is even for every cocircuit D and p satisfies (1.2), then k1 = k2 if and 
only if there is an integral f/J satisfying (1.1). 
PROOF. p satisfies (1.2) and so p(D nF)::;;;; p(D- F) for every cocircuit D and hence 
for every cocycle D. Thus p(D 6.F);;;.: p(F) for every cocycle D, and k2 = p(F). If there 
is an integral f/J satisfying (1.1) then there is one such that Lce'€c 3 .r!J(C)=p(e) for 
each e EF, and this gives a list of p(F) circuits, each with odd intersection with F (indeed, 
with intersection of cardinality 1) such that no e EE is in more than p(e) of them. Thus 
k1 = k2. Conversely, if we have k1 = k2(=p(F)) then each of these p(F) circuits contains 
just one element ofF and each e EF is in exactly p(e) of them; and so (1.1) is satisfied 
by an integral f/J. 
(12.2) If M is F-packing then it is F-cycling. 
PROOF. Suppose that p(D) is even for every cocircuit D and that p satisfies (1.2). 
M is F-packing and so k1 = k2 ; thus (1.1) is satisfied by an integral f/J by (12.1). Hence 
M is F-cycling. 
(12.3) If IFI::;;;; 2 and M is F-cycling then M is F-packing. 
PROOF. IfF= 0 the result is trivial. If IFI = 1 and F = {f} say, let p: E ~ 7L+ be such 
that p(D) is even for every cocircuit D. Let k2 =min p(F 6.D) over all cocycles D. Thus 
k2 ::;;;; p(f), and p(f)- k2 is even. Define p' = E ~ 7L+ by 
p'(f) = k2 
p'(e) = p(e) (e ¥-f). 
Then min p'(D 6.F) over all cocycles D is equal to k2• But p' satisfies (1.2), and so there 
is an integral f/J satisfying (1.1), since M is F-cycling. By (12.1), k1 = k2 as required. 
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Suppose now that F ={[I, [2}, and, again, let p: E.-. z_+ be such that p(D) is even for 
every cocircuit D. We prove the result by induction on p([I) +p([2). Let k 2=min p(D 6.F) 
over all cocycles D. Now k 2~ p(ft) +p([2) and if equality holds then the result follows 
from (12.1). We assume strict inequality holds. Now p(/1)+p([2)- k 2 is even, and so 
p([I) +p(/2);;:: k2 +2. 
If k2=0, the result is trivial, and we assume k2 ;;::1. Then either p(/1);:=:2 or p([2);:=:2; 
without loss of generality we assume the first. Define p': E.-. Z by 
p'([I) = p([I)- 2 
p'(e) =p(e) (e ¥- f1). 
If min p'(D 6.F) = k 2 when taken over all cocycles D the result follows by induction. 
Assume not; then there is a cocycle D 1 with p'(D16.F) < k 2. But p(D16.F)- k 2;;:: 0 and 
is even, and p'(D16.F) = p(D16.F) or p(D16.F)- 2 depending whether [IE D 1 or not. 
Thus [IeD1 and p(D16.F)=k2. But p(F);;::k2+2, and so [2ED1 and p([2);:=:2. By a 
similar argument there is a cocycle D 23 It, i9 [2 such that p(D26.F) = k 2. But 
p(D16.F) +p(D26.F);;:: p(F) +p(D16.D2 6.F) 
> k2 +p(D16.D26.F) 
and so p (D16. D 2 6. F)< k2 , a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
(12.4) If M is F-packing and Dis a cocycle then M is (D /::;,F)-packing. 
PROOF. If Cis a circuit then (C nF) is odd if and only if IC n (D 6.F)i is odd. Also, 
min p(D' 6.F) over all cocycles D' is equal to min p(D' 6. (D 6.F)) over all cocycles D'. 
The result follows. 
(12.5) If M is OO-cycling then it is F-packing for every F. 
PROOF. Letp(D) be even for every cocircuitD. LetD be a cocycle such thatp(D 6.F) 
is minimum. By (12.4) it suffices to prove that M is (D /::;,F)-packing. Thus, replacing F 
by D 6.F, we can assume that p(F) = k 2, that is, that p satisfies (1.2). But then the result 
follows from (12.1). 
It is not necessarily true that if M is F-cycling then it is F-packing, even if we assume 
that F includes no cocircuits (which is natural, otherwise there are trivial counter­
examples). For let F be the edges in a K 4 -subgraph of K 5 ; then Al(K5 ) is F-cycling but 
not F-packing. 
However, let us say M is k-packing if it is F-packing for every F £ E with IFI ~ k. 
Then (12.2) and (12.3) imply 
(i) 1-cycling¢:> 1-packing, 
(ii) 2-cycling¢>2-packing. 
(12.5) and (8.3) imply that fork;;:: 4 
(iii) k-cycling¢> k- packing<::>oo-cycling. 
It is also true that 
(iv) 3-cycling¢>3-packing. 
This can be proved by showing that Al(K5 ) is 3-packing and that taking 1- and 2-sums 
preserves being 3-packing, and applying (6.8), but we omit the details. 
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13. SOME SPECIAL MATROIDS 
In this and the next section we shall complete the proofs of the results of Section 8. 
Regular matroids are dealt with in Section 14, but here we fill in the other holes, using 
results from the last section. 
(13.1) Fr is 1-cycling. 
PROOF. Let the elements of Fr be {0, ... , 6}, and take F = {0}. Arrange the labelling 
so that the circuits containing 0 are {0, 1, 3, 5}, {0, 1, 4, 6}, {0, 2, 3, 6}, {0, 2, 4, 5}. Let 
p: E-+ 71.+ be such that p(D) is even for every cocircuit D, and such that (1.2) is satisfied. 
We prove the result by induction on p(O)-it is trivially true if p(O) = 0, and we assume 
p(O) > 0. If p(i) = 0 for some i, 1,;;; i,;;; 6, the result follows from (14.6) by considering 
Fr \i, which is regular. We assume then that p(i) > 0 (0,;;; i,;;; 6). 
Define p': E-+ 71.+ by 
p'(i) = p(i) -1 (i = 0, 1, 3, 5) 
= p(i) (i = 2, 4, 6). 
Then p'(D) is even for every cocircuit D and if p' satisfies (1.2) then the conclusion 
follows by induction (obtaining f:/J which satisfies (1.1) for p' and then increasing the 
r:/J-value of {0, 1, 3, 5} by 1). We assume then that p' does not satisfy (1.2), so that for 
some cocircuit D30, p'(0);;3p'(D-{O})+l. But p'(D) is even, and so p'(0);;3 
p'(D -{0}) + 2. We have p'(O) = p(O) -1, and p(D -{0}) ;;3 p(O); thus 
p(D -{0}) = p(O), 
and D ={0, 1, 3, 5}. Hence 
p(O) = p(1) + p(3) + p(5). 
Similarly we may assume that 
p(O) = p(1) + p(4) + p(6). 
But {0, 3, 4} and {0, 5, 6} are cocircuits, and so 
p(O),;;; p(3) + p(4) 
p(O),;;; p(5) + p(6). 
These four inequalities imply that p(1) = 0, contrary to our assumption. This completes 
the proof. 
(13.2) Fr is oo-cycling. 
PROOF. By (13.1) and (12.3), Fr is 1-packing. But for every F ~ E, there is a cocycle 
D such that IF L'>DI,;;; 1, and soFr isF-packingby (12.4). ThusFr is oo-cycling by (12.2). 
(13.3) F1 is 1-flowing in 71.+. 
PROOF. Let F = {0}, and let the elements of F1 be {0, ... , 6}. Let the seven circuits 
of F1 of cardinality 3 be {0, 1, 2}, {0, 3, 4}, {0, 5, 6}, {1, 3, 5}, {1, 4, 6}, {2, 3, 6}, {2, 4, 5}. 
Let p: E-+ 71.+ satisfy (1.2). We use induction on p(O). As in the proof of (13.1) we may 
assume that p(i) > 0 (0~ i,;;; 6). Define p': E-+ 71.+ by 
p'(i) = p(i) -1 (i=O, 1,2) 
= p(i) (i = 3, 4, 5, 6). 
Then p' satisfies (1.2), and the result follows by induction. 
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(13.4) F7 is 2-cycling. 
PROOF. By (13.3), F 7 is F-cycling when IFI,;;; 1. Assume now that IFI =2. Let the 
elements of F7 be {0, ... , 6}, and let F ={0, 1}. Let p: E-+ 7l.+ be such that p(D) is even 
for every cocircuit D. As in the proof of (13.1) we may assume that p(i) > 0 (0,;;; i,;;; 6). 
We prove the result by induction on p(O) +p(1). Define p': E-+ 7l.+ by 
p'(i) = p(i) -1 (i=0,3,4) 
=p(i) (i = 1, 2, 5, 6). 
Then as in (13.1), we may assume that for some cocircuit D, p'(DnF)-;:.p'(D-F)+2. 
Thus 3, 4ED, and OeD, and 1 ED; soD is {1, 2, 3, 4}. Hence 
p(1) = p(2) +p(3) +p(4). 
Similarly 
p(O) =p(2) +p(4) +p(6). 
But {0, 1, 3, 6} is a cocircuit, and so 
p(O) +p(1),;;; p(3) +p(6). 
Hence p(2) = p(4) = 0, contrary to our assumption. 
(13.5) At(V8 ) is OO-cycling. 
PROOF. At ( V8 ) is 2-cycling by (14. 7) and hence 2-packing. But for every F s E there 
is a cocycle D such that IF L>DI,;;;2 (by checking cases), and so by (12.4), At(V8 ) is 
F-packing for every F s E, and hence oo-cycling by (12.2). 
(13.6) At(K5 ) is 3-cycling. 
PROOF. For IFI,;;; 2, At(K5 ) is F-cycling by (14.7). Assume now that IFI = 3, and 
F = {[1, fz, [3}. Let v be a vertex of K 5 incident with (at least) two edges in F, [1, [2 say. 
Construct a new graph G by "dividing" v into two new vertices Vt. v2 • Add a new edge 
f joining VI and v2 , and arrange G so that G/f=K5 , and so that the edges of G incident 
with VI are [1, [2, f. 
Now by (14.7), At(G) is {f, [3}-cycling, and hence {f, [3}-packing by (12.3). Thus by 
(12.4) it is Ut.hh}-packing, and so it is {[I,fz,[J}-cycling by (12.2). But At(K5 )= 
At(G)/f, and so by (3.5) At(K5) is {[I,fz,[J}-cycling as required. 
14. REGULAR MATROIDS 
To complete the proofs of Section 8, we must show that regular matroids are 1-ftowing 
in 7l.+ and 2-cycling. The first result is in the literature, [9, 13], but to prove the second 
(which is new) we need to use an extension to regular matroids of Hoffman's circulation 
theorem, which is straightforward and well known but does not appear in print anywhere 
as far as I know. This circulation theorem also implies that regular matroids are 1-flowing 
in 7l.+, and so it seems worthwhile to give a proof of it in full. 
Let E be a set, and let r s 7l.E satisfy 
(i) OE F, 
(ii) .iff EF then nf EF for every n E7l., 
(iii) iff, g EF then [I+ [2 EF. 
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r is called an integral chain-group. Elements of zE are called chains. A chain f is unitary 
if for each e EE, f(e) = ±1 or 0. The support IIIII of a chain f is {e EE:f(e) '¥ 0}. Iff Er 
is non-zero and yet there is no non-zero chain gE r with llgll c IIIII. f is an elementary 
chain of r. Tutte [22] proved that 
(14.1) The supports of the elementary chains of rare the circuits of a matroid M(r). 
r* is defined to be {g E zE: LeE f(e )g(e) = 0 Vf Er}. Tutte proved that 
(14.2) F* is an integral chain-group, F** = r, and M(F*) = (M(r))*. 
r is a regular chain-group if every elementary chain of r is a multiple of a unitary 
chain. M is a regular matroid if M =M(r) for some regular chain -group r. Tutte proved 
(14.3) If r is regular then so is F*. 
Iff, g are chains, f is said to conform to g if IIIII ~ llgll. and for every e E 11111. f(e) and 
g(e) have the same sign. Tutte proved 
(14.4) If r is regular and fEr then there are unitary chains ft. ... ' A of r conforming 
to f such that 
!=It+·. ·+[k. 
If f is a chain, we define 
E+(f) = {e E E:f(e)>O} 
E-(f) = {e E E:f(e) <0}. 
The following is an extension of Hoffman's circulation theorem [10] to regular matroids. 
It is well known as a folklore result. 
(14.5) Let r be a regular chain-group and let/, u: E ~ 7L satisfy u ;;;.[. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) there is a chain f of r with I ,;;; f,;;; u ; 
(ii) for each unitary chain g of r*, 
/(E-(g)),;;; u(E+(g)). 
PROOF. (i) ~ (ii). Let f E F satisfy I ,;;; f,;;; u, and let g E F be unitary. Then 
Lf(e)g(e) = 0, and so 
Hence /(E-(g)),;;; u(E+(g)), as required. 
(ii)~(i). We proceed by induction on L u(e)-l(e). First suppose that this number is 
zero, so that u =I. We claim that IE r. For each unitary chain, g E r* satisfies 
and it also satisfies 
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0since -g is also a unitary chain of r* Thus for each unitary chain g of r, 
l(E-(g)) = l(E+(g)), 
that is, L_l(e)g(e)=O. By (14.4), the same equality holds for all chains geF*, and so 
IE r** Thus IE r by (14.2), and (i) is satisfied taking f =I.0 
Now suppose that for ss>me e0 E E, u(/0 ) > l(e 0 ). Define u', I': E-+ 71. by 
u'(e0 ) = u(eo)-1, l'(eo) = l(e0)+ 1, 
u'(e) = u(e), l'(e) = l(e) (e ¥- e0 ). 
Then certainly u';;:,[ and u ;;:,/';and if one of the pairs u', I and u, I' satisfies (ii) then 
by induction the result follows. We suppose for a contradiction that neither pair satisfies 
(ii). Then there are unitary chains gl, g2 of r* so that 
l(E-(gt)) = u(E+(gt)), eoEE+(gt) 
/(E-(g2)) = u(E+(g2)), eoEE-(g2). 
Now put g = gl +g2, so that g Er* We claim that0 
I g(e)l(e)+ I g(e)u(e);;:,O. 
eeE-(g) eeE+(g) 
For g is expressible as ft + · · · + [k where each [; is a unitary chain of r* conforming 
with g, by (14.2) and (14.4). For each i, 
l(E-(f;)) :s;; u(E+(f;)), 
that is, 
I [;(e)l(e)+ I [;(e)u(e);;:,O, 
eeE-(g) eeE+(g) 
and the claim is proved by summing over i. 
However, 
+ I g2(e)l(e)+ I g2(e)u(e) 
eeE-(g2) eeE+(g2) 
-I (gt(e)l(e) +g2(e )u(e): e EE-(gt) nE+(g2)) 
-I (gt(e)u(e)+ g2(e )l(e): e EE+(gt) n E-(g2)) 
= - (u -l)(E-(gt) n E+(g2))- (u -l)(E+(gt) n E-(g2)) 
<0 since eoEE+(gt)nE-(g2). This is a contradiction, and completes the proof. 
(14.6) ([9, 13]). Regular matroids are 1-flowing in 71.+. 
PROOF. Let M be a regular matroid, and let F ={f} £E. Let p: E-+ 71.+ satisfy (1.2). 
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Let r be a regular chain-group on E such that M = M(r). Define u, l: E-+ 7L by 
u(f) = l(fl = p(f) 
u(e) =p(e), l(e) = -p(e) (e ~n. 
Then u ~ l. For unitary chain g of F*, 
Z(E-(g)) ~ 0 ~ u(E+(g)) 
unless g(f) = -1; and if g(/) = -1, then 
Z(E-(g)) = p(f)-p(E-(g) -{!}) 
and u(E+(g)) = p(E+(g)); and so 
u(E+(g)) -Z(E-(g)) = p(llgll-{f})- p(f) 
~o 
since p satisfies (1.2). Thus by (14.5) there is a chain g of r with u ~ g ~ l; that is, 
g(f) = p(f), and for e ~ f, lg(e)l ~ p(e ). By (14.4) g is expressible as a conformal sum of 
unitary chains g 1 + · · · +gk. Then f is in p (fl of the llg; lis, and any e ~ f is in at most p (e) 
of them. But every llg;ll is a cycle of M, and so includes a circuit of M containing f. The 
result follows. 
(14.7) Regular matroids are 2-cycling. 
PROOF. Let M = M(r) where r is a regular chain-group. For F s;; E with IFI ~ 1, M 
is F-cycling by (14.6). Assume now that IFI = 2, and F ={[I, [2} say. Let p: E-+ lL+ satisfy 
(1.2), and be such that p(D) is even for every cocircuit D. 
Define uh /1. u2, /2: E-+ 7L by 
u1([1) = /1([1) = u2([1) = /2([1) = p(/1) 
u1([2) = /1([2) = -u2([2) = -/2([2) = p(/2) 
u1(e) = -l1(e) = u2(e) = -l2(e) = p(e) (e ~[I, [2). 
Then U1 ~ 11 and we claim that 
Z1(E-(g)) ~ u1(E+(g)) 
for every unitary chain g of F*. For 
u1(E+(g)) -Z1(E-(g)) = p(llgii-{/I, [2}) +p(E+(g) n{[I, [2})-p(E-(g) n{[I, [2}) 
~ v<llgii-{/I, /2})- v<llgll n{/I, /2}) 
~o 
since p satisfies (1.2) and llgll is a cocycle. Thus there is a chain g1 of r such that 
u1 ~ g1 ~ 11 by (14.5). We claim that we can choose g1 E r satisfying U1 ~ g1 ~ lh so that 
for all eeE, g1(e)-Z1(e) is even. For let C={e:g1(e)-Z1(e) is odd}. Now p(D) is even 
for every cocircuit D, and so Z1(D) is even; also, g1(D) is even, and so IC nDl is even. 
Hence C is a cycle, and there is a unitary chain g of r with llgll =C. Then g1 +g e r, 
since g, g1e F; and, moreover, u1 ~ g1 +g ~ /1. because fore e E, if g(e) ~ 0 then lg(e)I= 1 
and u1(e)-g1(e), g1(e)-Z1(e) are both odd and hence non-zero (since u1(e)-Z1(e) is 
even). Thus we may choose g1e r so that u1~ g1 ~ /1, and so that for every e e E, 
g1(e)-Z1(e) is even, as claimed. 
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Similarly there exists gz E r so that Uz;;;. gz ;a.lz and so that for every e E E, gz(e) -lz(e) 
is even. Put h1 = g1 + gz, hz = g1- gz. Then h1, h1. E r, and for all e E E, h1 (e) and hz(e) 
are even (because g1(e) and g2(e) have the same parity as l 1(e) = l2(e) mod 2). Hence 
!h1Jhz E r (because they are evidently in r**). As in (14.6), there is a list of !h1(h) =p(/1) 
circuits of M all using ft. none using fz (since !h1(/2 ) = 0), and no more than l!h1 (e )I 
using any element e ¢ft. fz; and there is a list of p(fz) circuits all using [z, none using 
h, and at most l!h2(e)l using any e"i'ft,fz. But l!h1(e)l+l!hz(e)l:s;;p(e), and the result 
follows. 
15. MORE ABOUT REGULAR MATROIDS 
In this section we prove another theorem about regular matroids which is a common 
generalization of a "two-commodity cut theorem" of the author and a new theorem 
about packing T-joins in a graph when ITI = 4. We begin with the following lemma. 
(15.1) Let r be a regular chain-group and let M = M(r). Leth. fz E E be distinct, and 
let g E r. Let k E 7L+ be such that k :s;; lg(f1)1, lg(fz)l. Then there are k cycles of M, each 
containing h and [z, so that no e E E is in more than lg(e )I of them. 
PROOF. Express gas a conformal sum g1+ · · · + g, of unitary chains of r. We suppose 
them ordered so that 
h, fz E llg;ll 
hellgdl. fzellg;ll (t1 + 1 :!S i :!S tz), 
hellgdl. fze llgdl (tz + 1 :!S i :!S t3), 
ft,fzellgdl (t3+ 1 :s;; i :s;; t). 
Each llgdl is a cycle of M. If t1;;;. k then the cycles llgdl (1 :s;; i :s;; k) satisfy the theorem. If 
not, then tz;;;. k and t1 + t3- tz;;;. k, since lg(h)l, lg(!z)l;;;. k; and so the cycles llgdl 
(1 :s;; i :s;; t1) together with the cycles. 
llg;llllllgi+t2-tlll (t1 + 1 :s;; i :s;; k) 
satisfy the theorem. 
The main theorem of this section is the following. 
(15.2) Let M be a regular matroid, and let F ~ E with IFI = 2; F ={h, fz} say. Let 
p: E ~ 7L+ and k E 7L+ be such that 
(i) p(D) is even for every cocircuit D, 
(ii) p (D nF) :s;; p (D -F) for every cocircuit D with ID nFl = 1' 
(iii) p(h), p(fz);a.k. 
Then there are k cycles of M, each containing h and [z, such that no e E E is in more 
than p(e) of them. 
PROOF. We claim that it suffices to prove the theorem in thb special case p(h) = 
p(f2) = k. For let us suppose that p(h) :s;; p(f2). Clearly we may assume, by increasing k, 
that k =p(h). Define a new matroid M' by adding a new element f~ so that Ut. f~} is 
a cycle, and define p': E(M) ~ 7L+ by 
p'(h) =p(fz) 
p'(fD =p(fz)-p(/1) 
p'(e) =p(e) 
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Put k' = k + p(f2) -p(ft). Then M', F, p', k' satisfy (i), (ii), (iii) and in addition p'([I) = 
p'(/2) = k'. But if the theorem holds in this special case then there are k' = k + p({2)- p(/1) 
cycles of M', each containing ft. [2 but no e E E(M') in more than p'(e) of them. In 
particular, f~ is in at most p(/2)-p(ft) of them. Thus, if we omit the cycles in the list 
which contain f~, there remain ~k cycles of M and any k of these have the required 
property. 
Hence we may assume that p(ft) = p(/z) = k. Let r be a regular chain-group such that 
M = M(r). Suppose that there is a chain g Er with g([t), g(fz) ~ k and lg(e )I:,;; 
p(e) (e ¥:- [1,/z). Then the conclusion follows from (15.1). We therefore assume that there 
is no such chain g, and therefore, by (14.5) there is a unitary chain hE F* such that 
kh(ft) + kh(fz) > p(llhll -{ft, [2}). 
By (ii) [I, [2 E llhll, and clearly h([I), h(/2) = 1. 
Choose k' EZ maximal such that for every unitary chain hE F* with h(ft) = h(/2 ) = 1, 
k + k':,;; p(llhll- {ft. [2}). 
Choose h0 attaining equality. Then k' < k, and k' ~ -k. Moreover, p(llhll) is even, and 
p({I) =p(/2); thus k and k' have the same parity. 
We claim that for any rt. rz E Z with r1 + r2 = k + k' and k':.;;; Tt. r2 :.;;; k there is a chain 
g Er with g(/1) = rt. g(fz) = rz and lg(e )I:.;;; p(e) (e ¥:-ft. fz). For if not, then by (14.5) 
there is a unitary chain h E F* such that 
r1h ([I)+ rzh (/z) > p(llhll-{ft. fz}). 
This is impossible if h(/1) = 0 or h(/2) = 0 by (ii), and impossible if h(/1) = h(/2 ) = 1 by 
choice of k', since r1 + rz = k + k'. It is also impossible if h(/1) and h(/2) are both 
non-positive. Thus we may assume without loss of generality that h(/1) = 1, h(/2 ) = 1; and 
so r1- rz > p(llhll -{ft.fz}). But 
and so 
~ L lh(e)+ho(e)lp(e). 
e.-[t.h 
But h +hoE F*, and (h + ho)(/1) = 2, (h + ho)(/z) = 0, and so there are two unitary chains 
of r*, g1 and gz say, conformal with h + h0 , so that g1([1) = g2({1) = 1 and for all e, 
lg1(e)+gz(e)l:.;;;lh(e)+ho(e)l. By (ii), 
L lgt(e)+gz(e)lp(e)~2k~2r1. 
e.-{,,h 
This is a contradiction, as claimed. 
In particular, there is a chain g1 of r with g1(f1)=k, g1([2)=k', and lg1(e)l:.;;; 
p(e) (e EE). And as in the proof of (14.7), we may choose g1 so that fore EE, g1(e) 
and p(e) have the same parity. Similarly there is a chain gz such that g2(f1) = k', gz(/z) = k, 
lgz(e)l:,;;p(e) (e EE) and for all e EE, g2 (e) and p(e) have the same parity. 
Then g1 + gz is even everywhere, and so !{g1 + gz) Er, and also !{g1- g2 ) Er. Now 
!(g1 + gz)([I) = !(gt + gz)(/z) = !(k + k'), and so by (15.1) there are i(k + k') cycles of M, 
each using [I and fz, such that no e EE is in more than l!(g1 + gz)(e )I of them. Also, 
!(g1- gz)(/1) = -!(g1- gz)(/z) = !(k- k'), and so there are !(k- k') cycles of M, each 
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using [1 and [2, such that no e E E is in more than l!{g1 - g2)(e )I of them. But 
and the result follows. 
If we apply this theorem to co graphic matroids, we obtain the following, proved in [17]. 
(15.3) Let s1. s2, t1. t2 be distinct vertices of a bipartite graph G, such that every path 
joining s1 to t1 or s2 to t2 has at least kedges. Then there are k disjoint subsets of E(G), 
each intersecting every path from s1 to t1 and from s2 to t2. 
PROOF. Add two new edges !1. [2 to G joining s1 to t 1 and s2 to t 2 respectively, 
forming G'. Define p: E(G')..,. z+ by lettingp{[;) be the distance from s; tot; in G{i = 1, 2), 
and p(e) = 1(e E E(G)). (If s; and t; are in different components of G, so that the distance 
is not defined, the result is clear.) Apply (15.2) to .ll*(G'). 
But we can also apply (15.2) to graphic matroids, and there we obtain a new theorem, 
the following. 
(15.4) Let G = (V, E) be an Eulerian graph and let T r;; V with ITI =4. If k E z+ is 
such that every T-cut has cardinality ;?;k, then there are k disjoint T-joins. 
PROOF. Let T ={t1. t2, t3, t4}. Add new edges [1, [2 joining t1 to t2 and t3 to t4 
respectively, forming G'. Let k' be the minimum cardinality of a T-cut of G, so that k' 
is even, and k';?;k. Define p:E(G)..,.:z+ by 
p({l) = p([2) = k' 
p(e) = 1 (e EE{G)). 
Apply (15.2). Note that C 3 [1, [2 is a cycle of .ll (G') if and only if C -{[1, [2} is a T-join 
of G. 
REMARKS 
(i) (15.2) asserts that regular matroids have a certain property. So do F1 and F~, 
and the property is preserved under taking 1- and 2-sums, and so, by (6.6) and 
(8.5), all 2-ftowing matroids have the property. But an l.p. argument implies that 
if M has the property then M* is 2-ftowing, and so, by (8.7), the property is 
equivalent to being 2-ftowing. We omit the details. 
(ii) (15.4) can also be proved fairly simply using graph-theoretic arguments (vertex­
splitting). 
(iii) It can be shown that the truth of (15.4) is implied by the conjecture (9.4). Indeed, 
(9.4) implies its truth under the weaker hypothesis that ITI,;;; 14 and is even. (9.3) 
gives a counterexample when ITI = 16. However, (9.4) is probably too difficult 
to be interesting-for instance, it can be shown {applying the construction of (9.3) 
to planar cubic graphs) that (9.4) also implies the four-colour theorem. 
16. SuMs OF CIRCUITS 
Let M be a matroid (not necessarily binary) and let .st1 be its collection of circuits. Let 
p: E ..,. z+. When does the following hold? 
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(16.1) There is a function a: d-+ IR+ such that 
L;a(C)C=p. 
[C denotes the function from E to IR+ such that C(e) = 1 (e E C), C(e) = 0 (e e C).] 
We proved in (3.2) that when p = 1, (16.1) holds if (and clearly only if) M has no 
coloops. (Let a(C) be 1/r times the number of occurrences of C in a uniform r-cover 
of M*.) In general, the following condition is necessary for the truth of (16.1). 
(16.2) For every cocircuit D and fED, p(f) ~ p(D -{!}). 
For C(f) ~ C(D - {f}) for every circuit C, and so the inequality also holds for p if 
p =l: a(C)C. 
In [18] it was proved that (16.1) and (16.2) are equivalent when M is graphic, although 
not in general, and the problem "for which matroids are (16.1) and (16.2) equivalent 
for all p?" was presented. In this section we solve the problem, by proving that M has 
this property if and only if M* is oo-ftowing. 
Thus we say that M has the sums of circuits property if (16.1) and (16.2) are equivalent 
for all p:E -+Z+. We begin with the following easy lemma, also proved in [18]. 
(16.3) If M has the sums of circuits property, and I, u: E-+ z+ satisfy u ~I~ 0, then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) there is a function a :d-+ IR+ such that 
I~ L a(C)C~u.
CE.s4 
(ii) for every cocircuit D and fED, I(f)~ u(D -{!}). 
PROOF. (i)::::}(ii). For CEd, C(f)~C(D-{f}), and so LCE.s>ta(C)C(f)~ 
LcE.s4a(C)C(D -{[}).Hence /(f)~ u(D -{!}). 
(ii)::::} (i). We proceed by induction on LEE u(e) -l(e ). If this is zero the result is clear, 
since M has the sums of circuits property. Suppose then that u (e0 ) > l(e0 ) for some e0 E E. 
Define /', u': E-+ z+ by 
l(eo) = l(eo) +1, u'(eo) = u(eo) -1 
l'(e) = l(e), u'(e) = u(e) (e ,P eo). 
If one of the pairs /', u and /, u' satisfy condition (ii) then by induction it satisfies (i) and 
the result follows. Suppose not; then there are cocircuits Dt. D 2 with e0 EDt. D 2 and 
[ED1 -{e0} such that 
I(f)= u(Dt -{!}) 
/(eo)= u(Dz -{eo}). 
Then 
u(f) ~I(f)= u(Dt -{!}) ~ u(eo) > l(eo) = u(Dz -{eo}) 
and so fe D 2• Hence there is a cocircuit Do s;; Dt UDz with f E Do and eo e Do. But then 
I(f)~ u(Do-{f}) ~ u(Dt -{eo,/})+ u(Dz -{eo})~ l(f)- u(eo) + l(eo) <I (f), 
a contradiction. 
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The main result of this section is the following. 
(16.4) The following are equivalent: 
(i) M has the sums of circuits property, 
(ii) M* is 00-flowing, 
(iii) M is binary, and has no F~, R 10 or At*(K5 ) minor. 
PROOF. (ii)~(iii) by applying (8.3) toM*. 
(ii) ~ (i). For suppose that p: E-+ 71.+ does not satisfy (16.1). Linear programming yields 
that there exists w:E-+71. such that w(C)~O for every Ce.sd, but LeeEw(e)p(e)<O. 
Let F ={e: w(e) < 0}. Define q: E-+ 71.+ by 
q(e)=-w(e) (eeF) 
= w(e) (e EF). 
Then for every circuit C, q (C nF) :s: q (C-F), but 
L q(e )p(e) > L q(e )p(e ).
eeF eeE-F 
Hence, by the remark after (4.4), the triple M*, F, q does not satisfy (1.1), but it does 
satisfy (1.2). Thus M* is not oo-ftowing. 
(i)~(ii). Suppose that p: E-+ 71.+ and F!:; E are such that the triple M*, F, p does not 
satisfy (1.1). By the observation after (4.4), there exists q:E-+71.+ such that q(DnF):s: 
q (D -F) for every cocircuit D with ID nFl = 1, and such that 
L q(e)p(e)> L q(e)p(e).
eeF eeE-F 
Define /, u: E-+ 71.+ by 
l(e)=q(e) (e eF) u(e) = q(E) (e EF) 
=0 (eeE-F) =q(e) (e eE-F). 
Then the pair l, u has the property that for every cocircuit D and fED, 
I (f) :s: u(D -{!}). 
For this is trivially true if f eF, or if F n (D - {f}) ~ 0, and it holds by assumption if 
D nF ={f}. M has the sums of circuits property, and so by (16.3) there exists a: .sd-+ R+ 
such that l :s: Lce.ot a (C)C :s: u. Equivalently, there exists a: .sd-+ R+ such that 
L a(C)~q(e) (eEF) 
Ced,C3e 
:s:q(e) (eEE-F). 
Hence 
L L a(C)p(e)> L L a(C)p(e),
eeFCed,C3e eeE-FCed,C3e 
that is, 
L a(C)p(CnF)> L a(C)p(C-F). 
Ced Ced 
It follows that p (C n F)> p (C -F) for some C E .sd, and so M*, F, p does not satisfy 
(1.2), as required. 
In [18] I also asked, which matroids are such that whenever p satisfies (16.2) and p(D) 
is even for every cocircuit D, there is an integral-valued a satisfying (16.1)? It was 
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proved that polygon matroids of planar graphs have this property; and clearly any matroid 
with this property also has the sums of circuits property. But the converse is not true; 
let P10 be the Petersen graph, and let F be a 1-factor, and define p: E ~ 7L+ by 
p(e)=2 (e EF) 
=1 (eeF). 
Then Al(P10), p satisfy (16.2), and Al(Pw) has the sums of circuits property, and p(D) 
is even for all cocircuits D, but no integral a satisfies (16.1). This contrasts with the 
equivalence of oo-flowing over IR+, oo-flowing over !7L+, and oo-cycling. I propose the 
following conjectured solution to the problem of [18]. 
(16.5) CONJECTURE. IfM is binary and has no Fr, Rw, Al*(Ks) or Al(Pw) minor 
and p satisfies (16.2) and p(D) is even for all cocircuits D, then there is an integral a 
satisfying (16.1). 
It can be shown that (16.5) follows from (9.4). The following is also plaus_ible. 
(16.6) CoNJECTURE. If M has the sums ofcircuits property and there is an a satisfying 
(16.1), then a may be chosen !-integral-valued. 
But this has not been proved even in the special case when M is graphic and p = 1, 
when it asserts that in every graph with no isthmus there is a list of circuits using each 
edge just twice. 
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